AN BRIEF

INTRODUCTION :

Vinehouse owners, Lesley Warner and Alan Peirson, both native Californians have
been partners in life and business for 38 years. Beginning in 1984, they lived and
worked in Knights Valley, designing, building and managing what is now the Peter
Michael Winery Estate.
Leaving in 2002 to start a wine partnership of their own, they would spend the next
19 years producing Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Pinot Noir Rosé, Sauvignon Blanc and
Cabernet Sauvignon from Sonoma and Napa Valley under the L’Angevin brand and
later under the Peirson Meyer label. In 2010, Alan joined O’Shaughnessy Winery on
Howell Mountain in the Napa Valley as their Director of Viticulture.
Alan and Lesley left Peirson Meyer in June of 2020 for their partner to carry on. Alan
continues his work at O’Shaughnessy and Prodgeny Winery, while overseeing the

Vinehouse vineyards and winemaking. Lesley manages the house, the business of
Vinehouse and Alan.
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Vinehouse Cabernet Sauvignon Vineyard - Oct. 2019
Photography by L. Warner

BUILDING

V INEHOUSE

Alan and Lesley purchased in 2012 a gutted, mid-century bungalow resting on
several acres hidden away on Howell Mountain.They would spend two years
bringing the house back to life; expanding and restoring its rustic contemporary
character.
Before any work on the house began, the land was cleared of dead trees with
deep ripping and prepping of the Volcanic soils, once home to a large Walnut
Orchard. Cabernet Sauvignon was planted in the front half of the property in
2013, The Saint Macaire was planted in 2014 and edges the back of the house
overlooking the Napa Valley. Both vineyards surround their home, aptly named,

Vinehouse. Completed in 2014, the house and vineyards continue to mature,
as do Lesley and Alan.
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Vinehouse Saint Macaire Vineyard - Sept. 2021
“Resting Nail” Sculpture by Alan Peirson
Photography by L. Warner

THE

VINEHOUSE

VINEYARD :

The goal for Vinehouse was to create a wine
with great fruit. depth, color, acidity, longevity
and a distinctive intensity. The choice of rootstocks, varietals and how the vineyard was
prepped and planted were the ﬁrst steps in

A

VITICULTURIST

PROFILE :

Alan Peirson began his work in the vineyards at Peter
Michael Winery in 1987, developing their Les Pavots
Cabernet Sauvignon Vineyard in Knights Valley.

achieving this goal.
The grapevines of Vinehouse with their roots
deep in well drained, ancient volcanic soils
(Aiken) grow on the western side of Howell
Mountain at an elevation of 1732 feet. The

Leaving Peter Michael Winery after 20 years as the

whole area was previously home to a large

Estate Manager, Alan began work on two projects in

Walnut Orchard (“where Walnut trees grow,

2002: The ﬁrst, starting his own wine brand, L’Angevin

grapevines thrive.”)

and Peirson Meyer, partnering again with his wife
Lesley Warner and winemaker Robbie Meyer. Alan
set protocols in the many vineyards that eventually
made up a portfolio of 12 wines and managed the
majority of the distribution. In all the wines Alan was
instrumental in the blending process

Preparation of the soil is key in planting so
vine growth is even and for the overall health
of the vines. The land was ﬁrst cleared of dead
trees, deep ripped to 4 feet, then the soil was
amended and prepped for planting. Alan and
his crew planted the vines in 2013 and 2014;

The second project was the development of Sage

a combination of Cabernet Sauvignon,

Vineyard on Mount Veeder. Alan tackled the diﬃcult

(clones 15 and 338) and the rare lost Bordeaux

site, planting a steep hillside vineyard of Cabernet

varietal, Saint Macaire, respectively.

Sauvignon and a small corner of Sauvignon Blanc.
For seven years Alan tended the vineyard and set up
the wine program. Today Sage vineyard is owned by
the Darioush Estate Winery.

Growing on a bilateral cordon with a vertical
trellis the Cabernet has a spread canopy with
vertical shoot positioning. To manage the vigor
of Saint Macaire it is laid onto a quadrilateral

Pursued by Betty O’Shaughnessy for a number of

trellis; it is cane pruned keeping the clusters to

years, he joined O’Shaughnessy Winery on Howell

one per shoot.

Mountain in 2010. There he developed an in-house
vineyard program and planted 30 acres in 2011 on
Mount Veeder. Today Alan oversees 120 acres of
vineyard on Mount Veeder, Howell Mountain and in
Oakville for O’Shaughnessy and Prodgeny Winery,
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Vinehouse Cabernet Sauvignon Sept. 2021
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WHY

SAINT MACAIRE

Saint Macaire’s exceptionally dense color is
due to its unusually high anthocyanin level.
Present in all dark fruits and rich in antioxidants, these anthocyanins when blended,
fully bind and integrate their color molecules
with the robust tannins of Howell Mountain
Cabernet. This marriage softens the tannins
on the palate creating a wine that is, with
adequate aerating, approachable in its youth
without the typical astringency of a young
Napa Cabernet.
These tannins, although softened by the
Saint Macaire, are fully intact, creating a
wine that will cellar beautifully for decades.

THE

SAINT MACAIRE

STORY

Few people have heard of this obscure and rare varietal
named Saint Macaire. As a member of the Lost Bordeaux
collection, it is what makes our Vinehouse Howell Mountain
Cabernet Sauvignon blend so distinctive.

To enjoy a young Vinehouse Cabernet, the
wine does require preparation and lengthy
aeration.

HOW WE GROW

SAINT MACAIRE

Our Saint Macaire is grown on a quadrilateral

The Saint Macaire varietal has its roots in south-west France,

trellis to manage its vigor. The vines are cane

named after a village near Longon in Gironde. Saint Macaire

pruned, limiting the fruit to one cluster per

is a grape varietal, a place and an appellation. Budding early

shoot. This provides the fruit plenty of air

and vigorous in growth, the fruit yields an intense inky

and light for even and timely ripening. These

coloured wine with deep soft fruits on the palate, balanced

techniques enhance both the anthocyanin

with a great acidity.

and tannin levels inherent to the varietal.

Why it fell out of favour in Europe around the time of the
Phylloxera outbreak (1860’s) is not documented; only a few
acres are found in Bordeaux today. In the Napa Valley only
two Saint Macaire vineyards exist; both are grown on
Howell Mountain.
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Saint Macaire Grapes - Oct. 2021
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BUY

VINEHOUSE

In Antionio Galloni’s recent review of Vinehouse wines
he nails it. “They will appeal most to readers who like
potent, mountain Cabernets.... all three vintages I have
tasted are terriﬁc. And best of all, the Vinehouse Cabernet
is a screaming value.”

PREPARING AND SERVING

VINEHOUSE

Vinehouse will age for many years in the cellar. However
to enjoy it in its youth, it requires a bit of preparation and
patience. As Antonio Galloni experienced “our wine
needs a lot of aeration” before it reveals itself.
First, stand the bottle upright for a day as there is a
slight bit of sediment in the wine. Then decant carefully
as early as the night before, or at minimum, 5-8 hours
prior to serving. Be sure to cover if decanted overnight.
To experience the full evolution of the wine while it is
aerating, taste every hour.
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